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Abstract
 
THEMATICAPPROACHTOTEACHING
 
READINGANDENVIRONMENTALEDUCATION
 
KINDERGARTEN-SIXTHGRADE
 
Thisguide identifies stories firom Houghton Miffiin's Reading Literature Series
 
complementary toenviroaimentaleducaticm acrivities fitssiProject WILD,AquaticProject
 
WILD,Project Learning Tree, California Environmental Education Guide,and CLASS
 
Project.Theguideisaresourceforteachersincorporatingenvironmentaleducationintotheir
 
curriculum,using the whole language approach. It may also be useful to educators,
 
kindergartenthroughsixthgrade,whodonotusetheHoughton MifflinSeriesasmanyofthe
 
stories appearingin the guide areindependently published and are availablein librariesand
 
bookstores.
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Introduction
 
Thehum^race israjiidly exhausting its Supply ofnaturalresources.Itisimportantfor
 
the phenomenon to be slowed before we are paralyzed by ourown overconsumption. The
 
mostinfluential roleforeducators toward this end is teaching students aboutthe
 
interrelatioasiiip between humansand theirtotalenvironment. Educatorshaveanimportant
 
rolein proyiding students with the knowledge and skills necessary to develop responsible
 
environment^ behavior. ■ 
This guide is yritten for the classroom teacher who is using the Houghton Mifflin
 
Literature Reading Series and isinterested in incorporating environmentaleducation into a
 
reading program. Approximately79%ofthe districtsin Californiacurrently usethis series.
 
Manystorieslistedintheguide may additionally beusefultoeducatorsnotusing theseries.
 
Incoiporated into the guide are activities from Project WILD,Aquatic Project WILD,
 
ProjectLearning Tree,California EnvironmentalEducation Guide, CLASSProject.
 
Attheendofeachstoryintheteacher'smanualsoftheHoughton MifflinLiteratureReading
 
Series is a section entitled"Reading Beyond." Only stories that appear both in Reading
 
^tyond^dLiteraryAvenuesofEnvironmentalEducation viexQusedm this
 
Hie concepts and sub-concepts were taken ftpm Kimbark's Environmental Education
 
Program. The implemenation of a conceptual and ti eme approach to environmental
 
educationissupported byScienceFrameworkforCalifornia'sPublicSchoolsKindergarten
 
through Grade Twelve.The six universal themes(Imagination and Reality,Growing and
 
Learning,Achieving Goals^ Challenges and Solutions,Find OurWorld,Building Personal
 
Relationships)used in the guide were created by Houghton Mifflin,
 
By using the wholelanguage approach to environmental education,children become
 
activelearnersthroughhands-onactivities.Childrenleamtodevelopawareness,appreciation,
 
understanding, and knowledge ofthe interrelationship between one's self and one's total
 
environmentthrough reading,writing,and communication.
 
through reading and language arts,and to make iteiyoyableforteachers atnd students alike
 
with hands-on activities.
 
Review ofthe Literature
 
In this era of ecological awareness, it is fitting for teachers to stress environmental
 
education. Thisguide willillustratehowenvironmentaleducation,hands-on activities,and
 
whole language can beintegrated easily and naturally into the curriculum.
 
Lessons in environmental education give children a better understanding of"nature,
 
culture, people,ideas, and feelings about the environment"(Stoner& Morrison, 1991).
 
Environmental education is based on concepts, many with a scientific basis. However,
 
environmentaleducationismuchmorethanscience;itisalsosocialsciencesandhumanities.
 
Itisimportantto integrate environmentaleducation into the curriculm in a wayin which it
 
will bean enjoyableexperience.Itshould notrequire extra workon the partofthe teacher,
 
asmanyfeelthecuniculmisalreadytoofull(Roxborough,1988). In makingenvironmental
 
education asignificantpartoftheciuriculum,teachersarebetteraffordedtheopportunity to
 
enter into more serious, thought provoking discussions, than is possible with only an
 
occasional pull-outenvironmental program(Roxborough,1988).
 
The use of hands-on activities for children is essential for any successful program,
 
especiallyin environmentaleducation. Outdoorand hands-on activities helpchildren make
 
sense ofthe world in which they live(Roxborough, 1988). Children leam best by active
 
participation throughout all curricular areas(Roman,Karl,Vega,and Edgecomb,1990).
 
Childrendonotleam skills byjustreading aboutthem;action and discussion are necessary.
 
Environmentaleducationhasfivebasicobjectivessimilartothoseofthewholelanguage
 
approach:awareness,knowledge,attitude,skills and participation(Beutler,1988).In both
 
whole language and environmental education,students look at the broiad topic,discuss it,
 
respond to it, and then carry out related activities. Teachers ofenvironmental education
 
shouldencourageasmuchdiscussion and writingaspossible(Roxborough,1988)."Theuse
 
ofliterature todevelopenvironmentalliteracyisexemplified in thematicteaching unitsthat
 
involvetwoor more subject areas:reading,writing,language arts,science,social sciences,
 
math,art,drama,music,andphysicaleducation"(Stoner&Morrison,1991).Itisimportant
 
toi
 
other curricular areas.
 
The philosophy of whole language is concerned with extending the learning process
 
beyond the structure ofindividual subjects and into the world outside the classroom. The
 
whole language approach plans its literary curriculum around exploring other subjects,
 
including environmental education (Newman & Church, 1990). A successful whole
 
languageprogramisfullofcontent,withmanychancestoexploreandleam(Haycock,1989).
 
Aclassroomshould befuUofthingsaboutwhichachildcanleam,talk,re^,write,andthink
 
(Haycock, 1989). The environmental teacher's emphasis should be on not whether the
 
students can doa skill, buthow it is done and when it is applicable(Haycock,1989). Itis
 
importantforstudentsto participatein meaningful activities. In using wholelanguage,one
 
is always searching for learning activities that challenge the students and tie in the world
 
around them(Newman&Church,1990).
 
Children respond very well to literature(O'Brien &Stoner,1987). As there are many
 
books for grades K-6 that have environmental themes,a teacher can take advantage of
 
opportunities in the reading/literature program to presentenvironmental topics. Carefully
 
themes present^in earlier lessons,
 
Environmental education endeavors to instill the necessary knowledge, skills, and
 
values in students to make them competent environmental problem solvers. As children
 
literate men and women.
 
statementofGoalsand Objectives
 
The goal of this educational guide is to faciUtate die teaching of enviipninental
 
education through reading and language arts. I believe thatmany teachers do notfeel
 
reading andlanguage artsinsteadofmakingthema separateentity. Theteacher willbe
 
ofenvironmentaleducation at their grade level.
 
Organization ofGuide
 
Thisguideisdividedbygradelevels.Kindergartenthroughsixth.Eachgradelevelisthen
 
subdividedintosix universalthemes,exceptforKindergarten,which hasnospecificthemes.
 
Thethemes,the organizational basisforthe Houghton Mifflin LiteraryReading Series,are
 
ImaginationandReality,GrowingandLearning,AchievingGoals,ChallengesftodSoludbns,
 
Discovering OurWorldy tuid Building Personal Relationships.
 
EachnewthemeasitappearsintheguideisprefacedbyapagestatingtheunitandStories
 
usedfromthestudenttextoftheHoughton MifflinReadingSeries; Storiesusedinthisguide,
 
denoted as trade books,are from the Houghton Mifflin Literature Bookshelf Selections.
 
Trade books are spihetimeslist^underdifferentthemesthan theuhk which t^ in
 
the studenttext(see AppendixDforan overview oftrade bookthemes). Thenfollowsalist
 
ofconcepts and related sub-concepts that are found in the theme. Next,the body ofe^h
 
chapter,inchartform,presentsstorieswithanenvironmentalSubjectandreleyantvocabulary
 
words. Alsoprovided are appropriate activitiesfromProjectWILD,AquaticProjectWILD,
 
ProjectLearning Tree, California Environmental Education Guide, dead CLASSProject.
 
Complementary literature from the teacher's manual,found in the chart underReading
 
Beyond,waschosen based on theirinclusion alsoin the resourceLiterary Avenuesof
 
EnvironmentalEdiu:ation.
 
KINDERGARTEN
 
V'*.A
 
* i
 
vC
 
v. %
 
*. .O
 
GRADE: KINDERGARTEN
 
Universal Themesin Houghton Mifflin ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Stories: 	RhymeMeaRiddle-Sing MeaSong
 
The ThreeBears
 
Sylvesterand the MagicPebble
 
GoodNightOwl
 
Alexanderand the Wind-Up Mouse
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their naturaland physicalehvironment.
 
1. Living thingscan be grouped:alike and non-alike.
 
2. There are living and non-living things in my environment.
 
3. Living things live in a variety ofenvironments.
 
B. Living things and environments are in constant change.
 
environments.
 
1. Plants and animals grow and change.
 
2. The weather changes.
 
 10 
GRADE: KINDERGARTEN
 
Rhyme Me a Riddle-SingMe TheThree Bears
 
STORY
 aSong
 
stream bears
 
feather
 
beasts
VOCABULARY
 
baboon
 
■ ■ ■ ■■■ ■ ■■ ■ , ' ■ 
Everybody Needs a Hoine 
■PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWM
 
project;­
learning 
TREE ; ■ ; 
AnimalPantoriumes
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
Education
 
CutbE';;:;:
 
CLASS
 
project
 
BlueberriesjbrSal
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
 11 
GRADE: KINDERGARTEN
 
STORY
 
, . . . . . ... , ■ , , , ■ , 
VOCABULARY
 
: v '^
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Sylvester and the Magic
 
Pebble
 
acorn earth
 
pebbles gnat
 
lightning dawn
 
thunder budded
 
scent
 
SignsofFall
 
Bursting Buds
 
Alive Verses NotAlive
 
A YearatMapleHillFarm
 
EverybodyNeedsaRock
 
Good NightOwl
 
owl squirrel
 
jays woodpecker
 
cuckoo starlings
 
robin sparrows
 
Oassroom Carrying Capacity
 
Soundsin City and Forest
 
Sounds Around
 
Trees as Habitats
 
AnimalPantomimes
 
Animals Alike and Different
 
Why MosquitoesBuzzin
 
People'sEars
 
The VeryBusySpider
 
12 
GRADE: KINDERGARTEN
 
STORY 
Alexander and the Wind-Up 
Mouse 
penguin 
lizard 
VOCABULARY blackberry 
Color Crazy
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Alive Versus Not Alive
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
Swimmy
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Curious George Rides a Bike
 
jungle
 
bronco
 
ostrich
 
What's Wild?
 
AnimalPantoimmes
 
r
 
if: 
s■»* 
14 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Big Bears and Little Bears(A)
 
Stories: SleepyBear
 
ComeInBooBear
 
TheHat
 
Deep in the Forest(trade book)
 
Unit: Say it Again(B)
 
Stories: CatGoesFiddle-i-fee
 
A GoodHome
 
GoodMorning,Chick
 
BooBearand the Kite
 
Overin the Meadow
 
Oh,A Hunting We Will Go(trade book)
 
Unit: Good IdeasfO
 
Stories: Pumpkin,Pumpkin
 
WaterisWet
 
MyNewBoy
 
Mike Mulligan andHisSteam Shovel(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
Living things are interdependent with their naturaland physicalenvironment.
 
1. In any environment,living things have similar needs.
 
2. Animals need green plants and other animalsforfood.
 
3. Animals need food,water,shelter,and space.
 
4. Mostplants are dispersed in the environmentby seeds.
 
5. There is a greatdiversity among plants and animals.
 
6. Plants and animals have characteristics by which they can be described and
 
identified.
 
 15 
■ . (eontmued)­
B. Pepple's social behavior is basic to maintainiiig,altering,enhancingOrdestroying the
 
-environrhent. ■ 
P«>pleheed fbod,water,shelter, 
2, Work,rules,responsiM areimpoh^tforinaihtaining a healthy 
■ enviioniiient.'" 
,3:'
 
wild animals).
 
4, People use rnaterials and energy athome and in school.
 
G. living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Living thingschange.
 
2. Environmentschange.
 
3. Energy changes things:push,pull,lift,run,clocks,etc...
 
4. Changescan beobserved and measured.
 
5. Cycles are repeat^charighs(day/night,Seasbhs).
 
D.
 
^y;'ment. ; "y.; : v',; • 'y'"- , ^ ■ ■ ■ 'yy.' '
 
6. People develop an appreciation for plants,animals,spil and air by enjoyable,
 
first-hand activities.
 
16 
GRADE: FIRST
 
STORY
 
VOGABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
Sleepy Bear ComeIn Boo Bear
 
eave beach
 
Everybody Needs aHome
 
WhatBearGoes Where?
 
Aqua Words
 
SighsofFaU
 
Everybody Needs aHome
 
17 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
TheHat Deep in the Forest
 
^stoRY:
 (trade book)
 
VOCABULARY
 
WhatBearGoes Where?
 
PROJECT WILD
 
aquatic:r.
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROjECt-v;
 
LEARNING
 
tRee
 
Animals Alike and Different
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
ThyFriend, Obadiah
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
18 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION REALITY
 
CatGoesFiddle-i-fee A GoodHome
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
Everybody Needs aHome
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
AnimalPantomimes Everybody Needs a Home 
AnimalPicture Sort 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
Animals Alike and Different 
GUIDE PetGraph 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
reading
 
BEYOND
 
19 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Good Morning,Chick BooBearniid the Kite
 
coddled
 
Are Yon Me?
 
Aninials Alilce and Different
 
ChickensAren'tthe Only
 
Ones
 
20 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION&REAUTY
 
Overin the Meadow Oh, A Hunting WeWillGo
 
STORY
 (trade book)
 
glen burrowed
 armadillo 
croiak firefly
 brontosaurs 
mossy meadow
yocaiijlary:- :
 
reeds basked
 
sbore honeybee
 
■mustet 
Everyijody Needs aHome 
PROJECT WILD 
Are You Me? 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
■TREE;.: ;:v;:'x 
Animals Alike andDifferent
CALIFORNIA 
How We Have Changed
ENVIRONMENTAL Everybody Needs aHomeEDUCATION Your Habitat SurveyGUIDE 
■CLASS ' Vv "' 
PROJECT 
Bringing theRain to Kapiti 
Plain 
READING 
BEYOND 
21 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
STORY 
VOCABULARY 
Pumpkin,Pumpkin 
sprout 
pulp 
WaterIs Wet 
frozen 
PROJECTWILD ■ 
AQUATIC 
PROJECTWILD 
Aqua Words 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
Did YouEverEataPine 
^ Tme? ' , 
Water YouKnow? 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
Life Cycle ofa Plant 
How WeHave Changed 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
22 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:iMAGINATiON&REALITY
 
MyNew Boy Mike Mulligan and HisSt^m 
STORY Shovel (trade book) 
steam 
gasoline 
VOCABULARY 
electric ; : 
■■ diesel 
PROJECTWILD 
AQUATIC 
PROJECTWILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
PetGraph 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
Thelittle House 
READING 
BEYOND 
23 
GRADE: FIRST THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
Unit: Helping Out(1)
 
Stories: The LittleRedHen
 
The GreatBig EnormousTurnip
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environnient.
 
1. Animals need foodjwater,shelter,and sp^e.
 
2, Mostplantis are dispersed in the environmentbyseeds.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying tl
 
environment.
 
1. Work,rules,responsibility and beliefsam importantfor mdntaihing a healthy
 
;'y environment.
 
wild animals).
 
C.
 
1. Living things change.
 
D.
 
environment.
 
24 
GRADE: FIRST THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
TheLitde RedHen TheGreatBig Enormous
 
Turnip .
 
wheat turnip
 
mill
 
Life Cycle ofa Plant Life Cycle ofaPlant
 
The LittleRedHen The CarrotSeed
 
25 
GRADE: FIRST THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
UniVei^Themtein Language Arts
 
XJnit: More and More
 
Stories: DophouseforSale
 
MUliQn$ Cms^ 
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical enviromiient.
 
1. Animals need food,water,shelter,and space.
 
2. Plantsand animals have charactetistics by which they can be described and
 
identified.
 
B; People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destro>dng the
 
environnient.
 
1. A family dependson the help and talentsofothersin thecommunity,
 
(interdependence)
 
C.
 
environment.
 
1. Beauty is a matterofpersonal opinion. Peopledevelop theirown criteriafor
 
26 
GRADE: FIRST	 THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
Doghousefor Sale	 TooMuch Noise
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
Everybody NeedsaHome	 TooClosefor Comfort
 
Classroom Carrying Capacity
 
PROjECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Everybody NeedsaHome	 Too Closefor Comfort
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
27 
GRADE: FIRST
 
STOItY
 
VOC^ULARY
 
PROJECTWELD
 
AQUATIC;.
 
PfeOJEGTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
mEEv:s;- .;
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
MillionsofCats
 
(trade book)
 
valleys
 
pond
 
PetGraph
 
28 
GRADE: FIRST THEME: CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
UniversalThem^in Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: SolvingProblems(3V
 
Storv: Chicken Little(trade bbokY
 
Uniii Can You Figure It Out?(4)
 
Storv: Wc^ch'My'Jrmks::-:-^
 
EnvironmentalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Animals need green plantsand other animalsforfood.
 
2. Mostplants are di^rsed in the environment by seeds.
 
3. Plants and animals have characteristics by which they can be described and
 
identified.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining;altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. A family dependson the help and talentsofothers in thecommunity,
 
(interdependence)
 
G. Peopleinteract mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. Domesticated animals depend upon peoplefor meeting their basic needs(versus
 
wild aniinals).
 
29 
GRADE: FIRST THEME: CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
Chicken Little Watch MyTracks
 
STORY
 
acom
 pad tracks
 
oak trunk nibbling
 
gosling banks creatures
VOCABULARY
 
poultry swift web
 
fowl
 swan marks
 
hooves cliff
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
1 A Tree From ait Acom Grows
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Animals Alike and Different Animals Alike and Different
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
,<QIJP)E^.;
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
30 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
UniversalThemesIn Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: By thePond(5)
 
Stories: The Caterpillarand thePolliwog
 
TheHungryFoxand theFoxyDuck
 
Patrick'sDinosaur(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Animals need'green plants andjOther animalsforfood.
 
2. There is a great diversity among plants and animus.
 
B. Living things and environments are in constantchange.
 
1. Living things change.
 
31 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE;.,.
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
The Caterpillar and the
 
Polliwog
 
caterpillar
 
polliwog
 
cocoon
 
Color Crazy
 
AreYouMe?
 
Animals Alike and Different
 
ComparingThree Live
 
Animals
 
The VeryHungry Caterpillar
 
TheHungryFox and the
 
FoxyDuck
 
bank
 
bull
 
Animals Alike and Different
 
Walls and Fences
 
32 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
Patrick's Dinosaur
 
STORY
 (trade book)
 
dinosaur hrontosaurus
 
crocodile stegosaurus
 
diplodocus triceratops
VOGABmARY ■■ .' V 
plates tyrannosaurus
 
prehistoric
 
What's Wild?
 
■ 
PROJECT WILD
 
AOUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
project:­
LEARNING
 
tREE:7^
 
AnimalPantomimes
 
CALIFORNIA
 
Animals Alike and Different

ENVIRONMENTAL
 
Walls and Fences
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
Jumanji
 
IfYouAreaHunterofFossils

READING
 
BEYOND
 
33 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton MiMin ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Unit: Old Friends New Friends(6V
 
Stories: WeAreBestFriends
 
Harrietand the Garden
 
AnnaBa/w/w a/uiMe(trade
 
Unit: Someriiing S|>ecial(7)
 
• Storv: LittleRedRiding H0odiixddt\)^
 
Environmental Education CmsceptSand Sub-Goncepts
 
A. Living tiiiiigs are ihterdependent with their natural and physical enviroiiment.
 
1. Animals need j^een plants and otheranimalsforfood.
 
2. Theie isa greatdiversity ambng plants and animals.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
'\:;.-environinent. ■ 
1. A fariiily dependson the help and talentsofothersin the community.
 
2. People need to live in harmony with their environment
 
G. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Living thmgschange.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally with the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. People deyelop an appreciarion for plants,animals,soil,and air byenjoyable,
 
first-hand activities.
 
2. Beautyis a matterofper^nalopinion. People develop theirown criteriafor
 
beauty fronithethings they see^^m
 
34 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:
 
STORY 
We AreBestFriends Harrietand The G^deft 
lay 
tadpoles 
dahlia 
bloom 
mums 
lilies 
PROJECTWILD
 
Are You Me?
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
People Sort:TwoGroups 
How WeHave Changed 
NeighborhoodPlaces 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
35 
GRADE: FIRST THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULAMY
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
':I^®CT, ^
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Anna Banana and Me
 
(trade book)
 
earth
 
pigeons
 
•
 
Neighborhood Places
 
The Tenth Good Thing
 
AboutBarney
 
Little Red Riding Hood
 
(trade book)
 
hedge
 
ferns
 
pelt
 
FirstImpressions
 
An IndividualExperiment
 
SECONDGRADE
 
•K!
 
•.viiiiiiiii*
 
 37 
GRADE:SECOND THEME:IMAGINATION&REAHTY
 
Unit: HumorousTales(1)
 
OneFineDay(trade book)
 
The Garden
 
OneFineDay(trade book)
 
A. Living things are inteidependenl with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. There are different environtnentseach with characteristicsfeatures and life.
 
2; Mants and animalscan live and grow only where theirrequirementsforfood
 
water,shelter,space,and sunlight are met.
 
3. Living thingsin a naturalcommunity depend upon one another.
 
4. In the citycdnimunity some anitiials and plants arecared for by people.
 
B.
 
environment.
 
-V '
 
3. People use resourcesforfood,clothing,shelter,utensils,transportation,
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
, : ■ , 1. Weatherchanges.
 
2. Living things change-lifestyles,growth,disease,death,decay.
 
D.
 
environment
 
38 
GRADE: SECOND
 
STORY
 
YOCABULARY'^' ;
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVmONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
HieGarden Three Up aTree
 
world
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
AdoptaTree
 
DoPlants Need Soil? Creating aFood Chain
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Basic Necessities Microtrek
 
GRADE: SECOND
 
STORY
 
YOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
Cloudy With a Chanceof OneFineDay
 
Meatballs (trade book) (trade book)
 
tornado
 
drizzle
 
whales
 
hurricane
 
earth
 
The Beautiful Basics The Beautiful Basics
 
Everybody Needs aHome And the WolfWore Shoes
 
The Beautiful Basics	 Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Creating aFood Ch^n
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
AnimalsShouldDefinitely AnansitheSpider:A Tale
 
NotWear Clothing fromtheAshariti
 
The CloudBook
 
40 
GRADE:SECOND THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
Unit: Nobc^y'sP^eC|(4)
 
Stories: Gregory,tMTerribleEater
 
Katy No-Pocket
 
A. Livir
 
1. Lixirig Uiingsin a naturalcommunity depenciupon one another.
 
2. Thecity isacommunity where people live and work alongside one another.
 
Communitiescan differin culture,customs,and environment.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to tnaintaiping,dtering,enhahcing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People need to share limited resources.
 
C.
 
environment.
 
1. All animalscontribute to an ecosystem. Even those with people.
 
41 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STORY 
Gregory,the Tenible Eater Katy No-Pocket 
kangaroo 
crocodile 
• vocabulary; . 
And the WolfWore Shoes And the WolfWore Shoes 
Habitracks 
PROJECTWILD Everybody NeedsaHome 
What's ThatHabitat? 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DoYouEatPlants? 
Creating aFood Chain 
Everybody Needs aHome 
YourHabitat Survey 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
42 
GRADE:SECOND THEME-GROWING&LEARNING
 
An Anteater Named Arthur 
STORY (trade book) 
anteater 
yOGABULARY 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
PROJECT WILD
 
aquatic
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Life in Soil
CALIFORNIA
 
Creating aFood Chain
ENyiRONME^AL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
43 
GRADE: SECOND THEME:ACHIEVING GOALS
 
Stories: Poinsettid andHerFamily
 
Daniel'sDuck
 
JosephinaFebruary
 
A/ Living things are with their natural and physiealenvironment.
 
1. There are differentenvkonmentseach with characteristic features and life.
 
2. Thecity isaeommuhity wherepeoplelive and work alongsideone another.
 
Communitiescan differ in culture,customs,and environment.
 
3. In the city coiMmuiiity some animals and plants are cared for by people.
 
B. People-s sbci^^^^^^^^ basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing orjdestroyin|
 
^'enviionmenti
 
1, People use resourcesforfood,clothing,Shelter,utensils,transportatipn,art,
 
musicv and games.
 
G. Living things and environments are in constantchange.
 
1. People can take action to make a better environment.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
44 
GRADE:SECOND
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: ACHIEVINGGOALS
 
Poinsettia and HerFamily pahiersDuck
 
hydrangea bushes
 
lilac hedges
 
pachySandra
 
Classroom Carrying Capacity
 
And the WolfWoreShoes
 
Too Close For Comfort
 
:^pleMa^^^ Bats
 
45 
GRADE: SECOND
 
VOGttlJISARV ::
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
TREE'';\':''
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
otTDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
THEME:ACHIEVINGGOALS
 
JosefinaFebraary
 
grove sugar-canefidds
 
bamboo
 
breadfruit
 
mangoes
 
.;poinsettia\;'-^.
 
calabash trees
 
Dwellings
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
Things
 
Sdhi,BangsdndMoohsM
 
KnotsdAdCoUramgliope
 
46 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
Univei^lThemesin Hpughton Miffliii ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Unit: The WMngdingdilly(trade book)
 
GreatEscapes(8)
 
Stories: The WMm!^dinffdillv(jiadQb(X)k\
 
The GreatHamsterHunt
 
NigMAnirruils
 
TheTaleifPeterFtabbit
 
TheBearsomMemk^c^Mountain
 
EnvironmentalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living thingsareinterdependent with their natural and physical environtnent.
 
1. There are differentenvironmentseach with characteristic features and life.
 
2. Plants and animalscan live and grow only where their requirementsforfood,
 
water,shelter,space and sunlightare met.
 
3. Living thingsin a naturalcommunity depend upon one Mother.
 
4. Certain plants and animals arefound togetherin communities.
 
5. In the city community some animals and plants are cju-ed for by people.
 
B. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Weatherchanges.
 
2. Living things change—lifestyles,growth,disease,death,decay.
 
C. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and events in their
 
environment.
 
47 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: CHAa£l9mSJiS0WTW^
 
The Whingdingdilly

STORY
 (trade book)
 
countryside
 
pasture
 
sycamore
VOCABULARY
 
And theWolfWore Shoes
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONME#AL
 
EDUCATION
 
.GUIDE
 
.CL^v'>:^^ : - ■ 
PROjECT 
Farewellto Shady Glade
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
TheGreatHamsterHunt
 
hamster
 
carnivorous
 
herbivorous
 
nocturnal
 
What's.Wild?;; :v^
 
TheBeautiful
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Habitracks
 
Everybody Needs aHome
 
YourHabitatSurvey
 
E)p YouEatPlants!
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
48 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
aquatic
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Night Animals
 
male crayfish
 
quills hickory
 
mate beech
 
willow cocoon
 
fem^e lunamoth
 
What's Wild?
 
Habitracks
 
Color Crazy
 
What's ThatHabitat
 
School Yard Safari
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
TheHabitat Survey
 
Creating aFood Chain
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Night Animals(continued)
 
Grasshopper Gravity
 
TheThicketGame
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Earth Plays
 
Earth Books
 
49 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
TheTaleofPeter Rabbit
 
sand-bank
 
fir tree
 
What's Wild?
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Walls and Fences
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
Inviting Animals to the
 
Schoolyard
 
The Bearson Hemlock
 
Mountain (trade book)
 
cottontail
 
Wildlife isEverywhere
 
WhatBearGoes Who-e?
 
Soimdsin the City and the
 
Forest
 
Inviting Animals to the
 
Schoolyard
 
The CourageofSarahNoble
 
TheBiggestBear
 
50 
GRADE: SECOND THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Miitlin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: HeroicDeeds(2)
 
Stories: A ThousandPailsofWater
 
TheL^e Cycleofthe Whale
 
Keep theLightsBunting,Abbie(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
L Hiere arc differentenvironments,each with characteristic features and life.
 
2. Living things in a naturalcommunity depend upon one another.
 
3. The city is acommunity where people live and work alongside one another.
 
Communitiescan differ in culture,customs,and environment.
 
B. Living things and environments arein constantchange. 
I ■^feather 
2. Living things change - lifestyles, growth, disease, death, decay. 
3. People have made changes in the environment that have led to the endangerment 
and extinction of plants and animals. 
C. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and events in their 
environment. 
 51 
GRADE: SECOND THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
A TliQusand PailsofWater
 
STORY
 
^ •Whales^';;j 
;creatUKJs 
VOCABULARY ; ■ ' tide pool 
■scavenger: , 
tail flukes 
PROJECT WILD 
Aquati'c Times . 
Whaleof aTail
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING ■ . ■ , 
TREE. 
Things We Care About 
CALIFORNIA It's Their World, Too
environmental 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
Farewe// taShcufy Glade 
READING 
BEYOND : : ;^^ :; ■ 
TheLife Cycleofthe Whale
 
blubber 
krm 
porpoises 
narwhal 
herds 
humpback whale 
The BeautifulBasics 
Whale of a Tail 
Everybody Needs a Home 
Creating aFood Chain 
The Beautiful Basics 
 52 
GRADE: SECOND
 
STORY
 
YocABULiyRy- ^ ­
PROJECT WniD
 
:4QUATIC/ ;
 
projectWILD
 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
■tree- ' ' 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVmONMElWAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING 
BEYOND 
THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
Keep the Lights Burning,
 
Abbie (tra4elx)ok)
 
lighthouse
 
: ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■"■ ■ ■ v"; ; 
Creating aFood Chain 
Dwellings 
WhenIWas Young in the 
Mountains 
Sarah, PlainandTall 
Sam,Bangs andMoonshine 
53 
GRADE:SECOND THEMErBUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Univei^lTheinesw Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Friends(6)
 
Birthdays
 
Nannabah'sFriend
 
Chemesand CherryPits
 
Unit: Sharing(7)
 
Stories: TheRabbitand the Turnip
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environinent.
 
1. There are differentenvironinents,each with characteristic features and life,
 
2. Plants tuid animalscanlive and^w only where theirrequirementsforfood,
 
water,shelter,space,and sunlight are met.
 
3/Liviiig thingsih a natural coimriunity depend upon one another.
 
4, Thecity is acommunity wherepeople live and work alongside one another.
 
Coinmunitiescan differ in culture,customs,and enviroriments.
 
5. In the city community some animalsand plants are caredfor by people.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People develop different modesofadaptation to life in differentenvironments.
 
2. People living in modern cities are able modify theirenvironmentsin many ways.
 
C. Living things and environiftents are in constantchange.
 
1. Living thingschange - lifestyles,growth,disease,death,decay.
 
2: Enyubiiinentalchangesaffect living things.
 
J 3,Peoplectm take actiph toinake a better envirorinaent.
 
I), Peopleinteract mentally and eiiwtionally to theobjects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. Pleasantenvironments may be created by adding or subtracting items.
 
54 
GRADE: SECOND THEME: 
STORY 
Birthdays Nannabah'sFriend 
mole .hogan , 
fireflies mesa 
VOCABULARY 
And the WolfWore Shoes The Beautiful Basics 
PROJECT WILD 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
School Yard Safari 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
Dwellings 
The Beautiful Basics 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
TheDesertis Theirs 
READING 
BEYOND 
55 
GRADE: SECOND
 
STORYy'
 
VOeABlJLARY;;:;:
 
PROJECT>¥ILP
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
;CL^s::b- v.;
 
PROJECT
 
reading
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:
 
CheMesand Cherry Pits
 
(trade book)
 
geranium
 
ColorsFroin Natiu"e
 
Growth Graph
 
Bursting Buds
 
DoPlants Need Soil?
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
Tilings WeCare At)<;>iit
 
TheStoryofJohnny
 
Appleseed
 
TheRabbitand the Turnip
 
■ doe 
What's Wild?
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
And the WolfWoreShoes
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
ThingsWeCare About
 
Creating aFood Chain
 
THIRD GRADE
 
Vn
 
57 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: 	PourquoiTales
 
Hopesand Dreams(3)
 
Stories: PorquoiTales(trade book)
 
TheSkatesofUncleRichard
 
MissRwnphius
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Peopleconsume plants and animals.
 
2. A specific predator-prey relationship formsafood chain.
 
3. Allofthe variousinterdependencies in acommunity are called afood web.
 
4. People are dependentupon the environmentforenergy.
 
5. Animalscan be classified according to various characteristics.
 
6. Plants and animals have adaptations which enable them to live in specific
 
environments.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People utilize the environmentto secure their needs.
 
2. Environmental characteristics that affect people's livesin differentregions
 
include: soil,water supply,temperature,plants,animals and air quality.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. The population ofplants and animals varies with changing conditions.
 
2. People cause environmentalchange.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. People's appreciation ofthe environmentis often expressed through art,music,
 
drama,dance,literature,photography,and other meansofcreative expression.
 
58 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:IMAGINATION&REAiJT¥
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
PorquoiTales Hie SkatesofUncle Richard
 
(trade book)
 
till
 
burrow
 
wilderness
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
Can You DigIt? Expanding Sensory Perception
 
AnotherWayofSeeing
 
Folklore
 
DoYouEatPlants? Needsand Wants
 
Creating aFood Chain
 
Dwelling in a Community
 
Food Chain Simulation
 
A Story,A Story
 
Why MosquitoesBuzzin
 
People's Ears
 
Why theSun and the Moon
 
Live in theSky
 
59 
GRADE: THIRD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
MissRumphius '	Fairy Tales
 
(trade book)
 
cockatoo partridges
 
lupines raven
 
And the WolfWojfe Shoes
 
:.;;what's:wild?';;-^;'
 
FirstItnpressions
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
An Individual Experiment	 Folklore
 
Trecis as Habitats
 
ThingsWeCare About TheBeautiful Basics
 
Caring at School ThingsWeC^e Al^^
 
Seeds:Pop Stick-Glide
 
TheStory ofJohnny Apple
 
Seed
 
60 
GRADE: THIRD THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Riding Language Arts
 
Unit: Learning Lessons(6)
 
Stories: MooseBaby
 
Fables(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living thingsare interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Peopleconsume plantsand animals.
 
2. A specific predator-prey relationship formsafood chain.
 
3. Plants and animals have adaptations which enable them to live in specific
 
;enyift>^^ ''V' ' ' " '
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People utilize the environmentto secure their needs.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
61 
GRADE: THIRD	 THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STORY
 
YOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT ■ : 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
MooseBaby	 Fables
 
(trade book)
 
goslings flock 
marsh thrush 
willow 
'beaver^- ■ 
antlers . .. .. . 
^'moose- . 
TTie ThicketGame And theWolfWore Shoes 
Marsh Mnnchers
 
Creating aFood Chain Creating aFood Chain
 
Food Chain Simulation
 
■ ' . : ■ ■ ■ • ■■ ■ ■ -V ' ■ ■ 
 62 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:ACHIEVING GOALS
 
Unit: <3ev«rl^
 
Stpries: OldBlue
 
A. Liying things are interdependent with their hatural and physicalenvironment.
 
1; Plants and animals have atkptations which enable them tp live in specific 
;v ■ ,:;V--environtnents. , ^ 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the 
: A Pnvironrnent. ■ 
1, Environmental characteristies that affect people's lives m^ferentregions
 
include: soil,water supply,tetnperatuie,plants,aninjals,andair quality.
 
G. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
L People cause environmentalchange.
 
environment.
 
63 
GRADE: THIRD THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
STORY 
Old Blue TheTalesofOlgaDaPolga 
(trade book) 
longhom preening 
: steer . ■ flpra 
VOCABULARY mesquite trees fauna 
sleet mollusks 
What's Wild? What's Wild? •• Habitracks 
Everybody Needs a Home 
PROJECT WILD What's That Habitat ? 
Classroom Carrying Capacity 
V- 2;.' ■ '■- . .vv'-: Too Close for Comfort 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
The BeautifulBasics 
Do YouEat Plants? 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
Sam,Bangs andMoonshine 
READING 
BEYOND 
 64 
GRADE: THIRD THEME: CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Searchingfor Clues(4)
 
Stories:The Green Thumb Thief
 
TheBuried Treasure
 
Unit: Journeys(5)
 
Stories: Owney,the TravelingDog
 
An OakTreeDiesandaJourneyBegins
 
A Toadfor Tuesday
 
Warton and the King ofthe Skies(trade book)
 
EnvironmentalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Peopleconsume plants and animals.
 
A .piefMpr^pieysd^atidhship:
 
3. Allofthe various interdependenciesin acommunity are called afood web.
 
4. People are dependentupon theenvironmentforenergy, (wind,water,fossil,
 
other).
 
5. Animalscan be classified according to various characteristics.
 
6. Plants and animals have adaptations which enable them to live in specific
 
environments.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People utilize theenvironmentto secure their needs.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. The population ofplants and animals varies with changing conditions.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and events in their
 
environment.
 
65 
GRADE: THIRD THEMETGHALLMNGES &SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING , ■ 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
class:"vi;­
PROJECT
 
READING
 
beyQnd.";v:-::
 
TheGreen Thumb Thief Digging Up Dinosams 
quarry 
fossil 
Museum Search for Wildlife 
AquaWords 
I^af'Piints:­ ■ y Makea Fossil 
Water YouKnow? 
Classroom Water YouEatPlants? 
Conservation 
66 
GRADE: THIRD THEME: CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
The Buried Treasure
 
saplings
 
orchard
 
Did YouEverEataPine
 
Tree?
 
A Tree from an Acorn Grows
 
Growth Graph
 
DoPlants Need Soil?
 
DoYouEatPlants?
 
Earth Plays
 
Earth Books
 
Owney, the TravelingDog
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Habitracks
 
)^^at's ThatHabitat?
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Callofthe Wild
 
67 
GRADE: THIRD THEME- CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
Mom
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC V
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
An0^TreeDies aiid a
 
Joinney Begins
 
b^anacles
 
";:inassels::
 
molds
 
mated
 
suckers
 
What'sUsatHabitat?
 
What'sForDinner?
 
Aqua Words
 
WaterPlant Art
 
Adopt-a-Tree Tree Cookies
 
The Closer YouLook
 
Water YouKnow?
 
Branching Out
 
Treesas Habitats
 
Sow BugScavengers
 
Creating aFood Chain
 
The BeautifulBasics
 
Food Chain Simulation
 
A Toad for Tuesday
 
talons
 
And theWolfWoreShoes
 
Treesas Habitats
 
Creating aFood Chmn
 
FoOd Chain Simulation
 
68 
GRADE: THIRD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: CHALLENGES &SOLUTIONS
 
Warton and the Kingofthe
 
Skies (trade book)
 
driftwood
 
pine pitch
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Habitracks
 
What's ThatHabitat?
 
Makea Coat
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
AnIndividualExperiment
 
The Second Little Pig
 
Invent-a-Game
 
Maple Mallets and Ash Bats
 
Creating aFood Chain
 
The Beautiful Basics
 
Food Chain Simulation
 
69 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: AnimalWonders(1)
 
Stories: The White Stallion
 
Ramon and thePirate Gull
 
WfmtMakesaBirdaBird?
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironments.
 
1. A specific predator-preyrelationship forms afood chain.
 
2. Allofthe variousinterdependenciesin acommunity are called afood web.
 
3. Animalscan be classified according to various characteristics.
 
4. Plants and animals have adaptations which enable them to live in specific
 
environments.
 
70 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:DlSCOVERim OUR WORLD
 
;srroRy:\. The White Stallion Ramon and thePirate Gull 
vocabulary 
mare 
mustangs 
mesquite 
pelican 
yagruma leaves 
■. ■" ■■ ■ ■■ ■ . . 
mat's WM? ■ ' ■ Color Crazy 
TheThicket Game 
PROJECT WILD Surprise Terrarium 
Net Gain,Net Effect 
AQUATIC Aquatic Times 
PROJECT WILD 
Folklore 
PROJECT 
LEARNING . . 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Interviewing People Who 
Know 
Creating aFood Chain 
Food Chain Simulation 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
ThyFriend, Obadiah 
READING 
BEYOND 
71 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
What Bird a Bird?
 
camouflaged
 
^■molt;./. ' 
VOCABULARY
 
Color Crazy 
. OwlPellets; ; 
PROJECT 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
Sounds Around 
pROJECT -y:;-" ' - ^ Birds-^'Wonns 
LEARI^Gv/ ■ 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
 72 
GRADE: THIRD \theme: buildingpersonalrelationships
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifnin ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Unit: SpecialRiends(2^
 
Bsa^SlthfoughGrandpa'sEyes
 
Whafsthe Matter WUhCarrUthers?
 
BraveJanetReacffar
 
MoreStoriesJulian TelL(tis4Qi>ook)
 
Unit: Changes
 
Stories: Annie andtheOld One
 
The Emperor'sPIum Tree
 
InWhickPooh Goes Visiting andGetsInto a TightPlace
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-CQncepts
 
A. Living things areinterdependent with their natural and physical environment.
 
1. Plants and anitnals have adaptations which enable them to live in specific 
' ■ ■environments.'';' /■ ■■ ■ 
B. People's social behavior is basic to midntaining, altering; enhancing or destroying the 
environment. 
T. People utilize the environment to secure their needs. 
2. Wherever people live they harvest natural resources, which may not replenish 
themselves. . 
3. Environmental characteristics that affect people's lives indifferent regions 
include: soil, water suppily, temperature, plants, animals, and air quality. 
C. Living things and environments are in constant change. 
1. Thepopulation of plants and animals varies with changing conditions. 
D. People interact irientally and emotionally to the objects and events in their 
\eiivironment., ' 
1. People's appreciation of the environment is oftenexpressed through art, music, 
drama, dance, literature,photography and other means of creative expression. 
73 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Through Grandpa'sEyes What's the Matter With
 
STORY
 Carruthers?
 
VOCABULARY
 
WhatBearGoesWhere?
 
How Many Bears Can Live
 
PROJECT WILD
 in the Forest?
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
An Individual Experiment
 
PROJECT The Closer You Look
 
LEARNING Expanding Sensory
 
TREE Perception •• Sounds Around
 
The"Touchy-Feely"Box
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
GRADE: THIRD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Brave Janet Reachfar More Stories Julian Tells
 
(trade book)
 
ferret
 
gale
 
ewes
 
Habitracks
 
An Individu^Experiment
 
Water YouKnow?
 
TheBeautiful Basics Picture the Effects
 
75 
GRADE: THIRD THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Annie and the Old One
 
Navajo
 
bluffs
 
MotherEarth
 
Native American Dwellings
 
AnotherWayofSeeing
 
Dwelling in a Community
 
InterviewingPeople Who
 
Know
 
TheEmperor'sPlum Tree
 
Everybody NeedsaHome
 
Adopt-a-Tree
 
TheCloser YouLook
 
Bursting Birds
 
Treesas Habitats
 
Thiings WeCare About
 
Inviting Animals to die
 
Schoolyard
 
Wantsand Ne^s
 
76 
GRADE: THIRD
 THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
■ 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
In WhichPooh Goes Visiting
 
and GetsInto a TightPlace
 
WhatBearGoesWhere?
 
How Many Bears Can Live
 
in This Forest?
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
FOURTH GRADE
 
SI
 
I'Z^m fZSi'
 
Mi­
=a:iii...._r=£
 
78 
GRADE: FOURTH THiMm IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflih Reading Language Arts
 
Gnit: Appearances(tilde hook)
 
Facingthe Truth(5)
 
Stoiies: Appearances(trade bookV
 
The Once-A-YearDay
 
TheBorrowers
 
TheRealThief(trade book)
 
A. Liviiig things are interdependent with their natural and physic^ environment.
 
1. Living things are adapted to and deperidenton theenvironmentthey live in.
 
B. Living things arid environments arein constantchange.
 
C.
 
environment.
 
■I M' 
: 2.: 
objects in the immediate enVirorirnent. 
79 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
Appearances Why Mosquitoes Buzzin
 
STORY
 (trade book) People'sEars
 
lair
 
groats
 
vocaiulaey"
 
Let's GoRya Kite AnimalPoetry
 
FirstImpressions And the WolfWore Shoes
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWELD
 
:pRtijEcf'v::-'':.:>^
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
AnimalDiversity

CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
Hawk,I'm YourBrother Bringing theRain to Kapiti
 
Plains
 
READING
 
WhytheSun andMoonLive
BEYOND
 
in the Sky
 
80 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
The Once-A-YearDay The Borrowers
 
skein
 moss
 
eider
 louse
 
floe
 
tussocks
 
AnIndividualExperiment
 
Variations AmongUs
 
81 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
The RealThief
 
(trade book)
 
rodent
 
preened
 
forage
 
burrowed
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
Soundsin City and Forest
 
An Individual Experiment
 
TheIdeal Community
 
82 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Miitlin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Discovering Myself(6)
 
Stories: HowPaulBonjeanBecamePaulBunyan
 
TheArrivalofPaddington
 
..AndNow Miguel
 
Eiivifmtmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
83 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWBLD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING ,
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
How PaulBonjean Became The ArrivalofPaddington
 
Paul Bunyan
 
haddock
 
caribou
 
.Tracks";: ;	 And the WolfWore Shoes
 
Polar Bearsin Phoenix
 
Folklore
 
Woodwork
 
ForestConsequences
 
84 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
jpRO.jECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
ftEADING
 
BEY6^^D:::: ; ^ :;<,:;\:
 
•
 
THEME: GROWINGALEARNING
 
and now Miguel
 
chapparral
 
sagebrush
 
soapweed
 
peypte plants
 
An Individual Experiment
 
;:Did You'KfoticeTv
 
Expanding Sensory
 
Peaeeption
 
...and now Miguel
 
85 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: ACHIEVINGGOALS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Unit: MakingDreamsComeTrue(4)
 
Stories: TheStone Menagerie
 
The WrightBrothers:PioneersofModern Aviation
 
Enyii^meffitalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environinent.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
L People have aresponsibility toconserve and protect the natural resources.
 
2. Resources are available in different quantities throughoutthe world.
 
C. Living things and environments are in constant chtuige.
 
1. People have expanded their world through exploration,travel,science,and
 
technology.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. Unique usesofmaterials available in the environmentlead to the developmentof
 
special and architecturalforms.
 
86 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
TheStone Menagerie The WrightBrothers:Pioneers 
STORY 
ofModern Aviation 
quarry 
limestone 
VOCABULARY marble 
alabaster 
granite 
Learning toLook,Learning to Adaptation Artistry
 
See
 
PROJECT WILD Museum Search for Wildlife
 
Tracks
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
Pi^^T:^:;'
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Tooling Around Artful Bird Adaptations

CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
 87 
C 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
Unit: Accepting Challenges(3)
 
.Stories: StoneFox •
 
Child oftheSilentNight
 
Charlotte's Web
 
Babethe GallantPig(tiade book)
 
A. 
; •■l.''LiVii 
2. Living things are adapted to and dependent on the environment they live in. 
B. People's social behavior basic to niaintmningj altering,enhancing or destroying the 
■ ;/environinent,^, \ ' 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and events in their 
environment. 
88 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
StoneFox	 Child ofthe Silent Night
 
Samoyeds
 
Arapaho
 
Shoshone
 
Folklore	 ExpandingSensoryPerception
 
The"Touchy-Feely"Box
 
TheIdeal Community	 Human Adaptations
 
89 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
.AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
Tree:: , 
CALIFORNIA 
EIWIRONIVIENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOiNp 
THEME:CHALLENGES^SOLUTIONS
 
Charlotte's Web Charlotte's Web(continued)
 
manure
 
perspiration
 
sod
 
Animal Charades What Did Your Lunch Cost 
..What's'iWDinner? , ■ :v:; ■^■ ^Wildlife,? 
Lpbster in Your LunchBox 
And the Wolf Wore Shoes 
Habitracks 
AnimalDiversity 
 90 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
^VOCABULARY; ■ :v 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQIIATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE ■ 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
Babethe GallantPig	 Babe the GallantPig
 
(continued)
 
bitch
 
foraged
 
■ cock'';­
^ hocks;
 
Animal Charades
 WhatDid Yom Lunch Cost
 
Habitracks
 Wildlife?
 
What'sForDinner?
 
Lobsterin YotirLunchbox
 
And tlie WolfWoreShoes
 
■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ' • ' ■ ■ ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ 	 ■ 
AnimalDiversity
 
...and now Miguel
 
The Weaver's Gift
 
91 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
The Great Cheese Conspiracy
 
STORY
 (trade book)
 
VOCABULARY
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
Quick Frozen Critters
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
92 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Learning From Nature(1)
 
Stories: Anna,Grandpa,and theBig Storm
 
How theForestGrew
 
AboutElephants
 
Little Houseon thePrairie
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Living thingsreturn mattertotheenvironment
 
2. Living things are adapted to and dependenton theenvironmentthey live in.
 
3. Allliving things are dependenton sunlightas a source ofenergy.
 
4. Life cycles ofliving things are adapted to specific environments and habitats.
 
5. Many different kindsofanimal and plantcommunities exist.
 
6. Allliving things depend on soil directly orindirectly.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People have aresponsibility to conserve^d protect the natural resources.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. People's actions have environmentalcohsequences.
 
2. The availability ofwateris related to weather patterns.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1.Moneyforms are related to the environment.
 
 93 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
Anna,Ch-andpa,and the Big How the ForestGrew
 
STORY
 
Storm
 
brairs 
fungi 
VOCABULARY understory 
scat 
• , ,, . : ■ , " ;■ , . 
canopy 
Stoimy Weather Habitat Rummy 
Tracks 
PROJECT WILD Graphananimal 
Forest in a Jar 
Classroom Carrying Capacity 
AQUATIC 
project WILD 
Water Your Know? What's in Soil? 
PROJECT Healing Wounds 
LEARNING^ : ^ School Yard Safari 
TREE Water You Know? 
HoldingPower 
Food Chain Simulation
CALIFORNIA Jobs in a Biotic Community
ENVIRONMENTAL Plant Adaptations
EDUCATION Seed DispersalGUIDE ■ 
Invent-A-Plant 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
See Through theForest 
A Day in theLife ofaForestREADING 
RangerBEYOND 
 94 
GRADE:FOURTH THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
STORY 
Vv- ' • ■■ ■ ■ ■. 
How the Forest Grew 
(continued) 
How theForestGrew 
(continued) 
VGGABULAEY 
GwlPellets 
PROJECT Wn.D 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING;.'; 
TREEJ.­' 
Forest ConeentrMon 
How Big is Your Tree? 
-TreeCookies ■ ' 
Sunlight and Shades of Green 
Adopt-ArTree 
CALIFORNIA 
environmental 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
The Closer You Look 
Memory Circle 
Plant Personification 
TheFallenLog 
Seed Dispersal 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
, ' ' - T ' . ■■ ■ ■ ' 
READING 
beyQnd 
95 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE-;
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVBROf^EOTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
RiEADING
 
BEYOND
 
How	the ForestGrew
 
(continued)
 
Web ofLife
 
Did You See ThatDogwood
 
Bark? Trees as Habitats
 
Outdoor Manners Coloring
 
Book
 
AboutElephants
 
tendons
 
loxodonts
 
Grasshopper Gravity
 
HabitatLap Sit
 
Animal Charades
 
AnimalDiversity
 
Food Getting Devices
 
96 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
Little Houseon the Prairie
 
Bearly Borii
 
How Many Bears Can Live
 
in ThisForest?
 
Interviewing People Who
 
Know
 
■ 
Little Housein theBig Woods
 
LittleHouseon thePrairie
 
97 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Unit: Sharing(2)
 
Stories: The Gift
 
ChesterCricket'sPigeonRide
 
A.
 
1. Living things are adapted to and dependenton the environirient they live in.
 
B.	 or destroying the
 
environment.
 
G, Living things and enyirbnmehts are in constantchange.
 
1. People have expanded their world through exploration,travel,science,and
 
technology.
 
D.	 in their
 
environment.
 
1.
 
• ■•V - .-v­
■ V, 
v' Z;­
98 
GRADE: FOURTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
LEARNING 
TREE''v 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
The Gift Chester Cricket'sPigeon Ride
 
Adaptation Artistry
 
Expanding Sensory Soundsin City and Forest
 
Perception
 
An Individual Experiment
 
Adopt-A-Tree
 
Variations AmongUs Artful Bird Adaptations
 
Cricketin TimesSquare
 
99 
GRADE: FOURTH THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC- •
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
:LEAR1WG;^"^' /
 
;tree,'.:^-^''^i;':
 
CALIFOR^EV
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Blackberrieisin theD^k
 
(li^bocdE)
 
game warden
 
^ Fishy Who'k^N^^);.:'
 
Fashion a Fish
 
Little House on thePrarie
 
Sarah,Plain and Tall
 
Song ofthe Trees
 
K-tJA
 
Vx'^!
 
w
 
<
 
Ph
 
101 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME:IMAGINATION REALITY
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Miftlin Readihg Uanguage^^A^^^^
 
Unit: Appearances Can Be Deceiving(6)
 
SlQQSSl Fog Magic
 
LovableLadybug
 
ImagesofBeauty(trade book)
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environment.
 
'B.'
 
environment
 
C. Living things and environments are in constantchange.
 
1. Environmentschange naturally - climate,seasons,fire,flood,earthquake,
 
erosion.
 
2. The watercycle effects changein theenvironment
 
D.
 
environment.
 
1.
 
phenomena. People makeup theirown ecological mythology.
 
 102 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
STORY 
Fog Magic LovableLadybug 
FIMajEGf WILD- ■ 
■ /tempest ■ ■ ■ ■ : „ "■' ■ swarms migratory 
. , '.parasite' 
■ : :.pest' ':­
' .■^cies^v'vry 
■/■larvae' ' ';:'---;;-' ■;■; ■ 
/predator'-/: 
AiiiinalPoetry 
Good Buddies 
;MjUATie: : '-J 
PROJECT WILD 
Aqua^ Words;, 
PROJECT . 
■LEARNING: ,:--.: : 
:TREE7- '' ''-'-;. 
CALIFORNIA 
environmental 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
Making a Place for Wildlife 
WUdlife Where YouLive 
READING 
BEYOND 
103 
GRADE: FIFTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WBLD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT^ :
 
LEARNING
 
TREE ­
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDtJGAflON
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
LnagesofBeauty
 
(trade book)
 
And the WolfWow Siloes
 
Variations AmongUs
 
Needsand Wants
 
104 
GRADE: FIFTH THEMETGROWING&LEARNING
 
Stories: TheCatand the GoldehEgg
 
Rustytoes
 
7%u:kEyerIas^
 
BirdMigrMdn , ,
 
Katzimo,l^SterioiiSMesd
 
Ownges(trade bookli
 
A. Living things are interdepeiident w^ natural and physicalenvironment.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
■V,:; ^;;^environrheht.;^,; , . 
1. People change environments through agriculture, forestry, hunting, energy use, 
housing andpollution. 
G. Living things and environments are in constant change. 
1. Environments change natiir^iy - climate, seasons, fire, flood, earthquake, 
: ^ .;- :^:' -"erosiGn.^V 
2. The water cycle effects change in the environmertL 
3. Each environment goes through a succession of predictable ch^ges. 
D. People interact ment^lyruid emotionally to the objects and events in their 
environment. 
1. People developed mythology and other literary forms to explain natur 
phenomena. People make up their own ecological mythology. 
105 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STb«y 
TheCatand the Gulden Egg Rustytdes 
fuel thresher 
roost 
VOGABUL^Y herbs 
And the WolfWoreShoes
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNING 
TREE 
Needs and Wants Needs and Wants 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TheBasic Necessities Variations AmongUs 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE;: 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
106 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Tuck Everlasting
 
birches
 
wood thrush
 
reeds
 
brambles
 
water wheel
 
Pond Succession
 
Too CloseFor Comfort
 
6h Deer!
 
Wateron the Move
 
Locating Wetlands
 
TheImportanceofWetlands
 
Exploring Wetlands
 
Bird Migration
 
migrate Artie tem
 
migration
 
flock
 
caribou
 
molt
 
banding
 
Adaptation Artistry
 
Migration Barriers
 
Migration Headaches
 
Bird Bills
 
Artful Bird Adaptation
 
TheSecretClocks
 
 107 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: GROWING <&LEARNING
 
Katzimo,MysteriousMesa
 
STORY
 
scrub cedar
 
agate stones
 
YOG4BIJLARY-V ■ ■ 
PEOJEGT:WlT.n' ;­
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
The Native Way, A Natural 
^project':. - :■ ■ ..Lifestyle ■ 
LEARNING Native Americah Dwellings
•TREE-V 
Variations AmongUs
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUeiTION 
.GUIDE. 
CLASS 
prqjIgt 
READING 
BEYOISD 
^Changes­
(trade book)
 
■.mosses'- . 
grey seal 
sandbar 
seal pup 
selchie 
Animal Charades
 
Stormy Weather
 
Polar Bears inPhoenix ?
 
The Hunter
 
Migration Barriers
 
Water Wings
 
Mermaids and Manatees
 
Net Gain, Net Effect
 
Colors From Nature 
Plant Dyes 
Natural Art 
Another Way of Seeing 
Native AmericanDwellings 
Water on the Move 
Buffalo Woman 
108 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Perseverance(1)
 
Storv: The MidnightFox
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with theirnatural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Plantsand animals living in the oceans are adapted to an aquatic environment.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. Peoplechange environmentsthrough agriculture,forestry,hunting,eiiergy use,
 
housing,and pollution.
 
C. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Environmentschange naturally - climate,seasons,fire,flood,earthquake, 
... • erosion.. ■ 
D. Peopleinteract mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
109 
GRADE: FIFTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
pibjECT,:;: 
LEARNING 
TREE 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
The MidnightFox
 
black fox
 
creek
 
MyKingdom for a Shelter 
Tracks! ; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■. 
AnimalPoetry 
The Thicket Game 
HieHunter 
The Artist as a Recorder of 
Reality 
GentleBen 
 no
 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: A Display ofCourage(3)
 
Stories: TheHeroineofKc^iti
 
Zlateh theGoat
 
Helen Keller's Teacher
 
MisterStormahng
 
TallTales(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Living things depend upon a Carbon dioxide-oxygen cycle. Theoxygen cycle
 
can be ihterfupted byremovalofgreen plants.
 
2. Plants and animals living in the oceans are adapted to an aquatic environment.
 
3. Huinan healthis related toa healthy environment.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing ordestroying the
 
environment.
 
1. People used exploration as a way ofsupplementing the available natural
 
resoiuCes. -VV;., ;
 
2. The utiliMtion and availability ofnatural resources hasinfluenced historical 
■ events.,, - "y'. . ■ 
3. Tbe utilization ofresources to the scarcity and/or conflictfor limited
 
resources.
 
4. People change environments through agriculture,forestry,hunting,energy use,
 
housing,and pollution.
 
C. Living things and environments are in constantchange.
 
1. The watercycle effectschangesin the environment.
 
Ill
 
(continued)
 
environment.
 
112 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AOUATIG' ■ 
PRO^GTWILD
 
PROjlCT^v;:'
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
TheHeroine ofKapiti
 
flax brush
 
Aqua Words
 
Native Arnerican Dwellings
 
The Native Way,A Natiir^^
 
Lifesyle
 
Woven History
 
Another WayofSeeing
 
IslandoftheBlueDolphins
 
CallItCourage
 
Zlateh the Goat
 
My Kingdom for a Shelter
 
Stormy Weather
 
TheBasic Necessities
 
MySidecfthe Mountain
 
113 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
Helen Keller's Teacher Mister StonnalOng
 
STORY
 
VOCABUL^Y ■ , ■ 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
Expanding Sensory
 
PROJECT Perception
 
LEARNING The"Touchy-Feely"Box
 
TREE
 
Needsand Wants Researching Energy Sources
 
CALIFORNIA
 Energy Murals
 
ENVmONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS ■ • ■ 
PROJECT 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
 114 
GRADE: FIFTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUAtK:^:-..: 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
learning: 
TREE.;- : . 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
iBiYOND,;:::.;: '^-^;^ 
THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
Tall Tales TallTales 
(trade book) (continued) 
bobolink 
orioles 
greasewood 
Jimson weed 
gila monster 
;Aiuiil^'Charades,' 
':BeariyBbrh /: . ■ ■ ■ ■ -v - . ■' ■: . ... ■ ■■ " " 
And the WolfWore Shoes 
Outdoor Manners Coloring Folklore 
Book Seed Dispersal 
■Woodwork,;' 
Interview a Board Worker 
With or Without 
Seed Dispersal 
What Good Are Trees ? 
Are There Any Cleaicut 
Answers? 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
UniverseThem^in Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Facing ChallengesofNature(5)
 
Stimes: TheHammerheadLiglu
 
Fem-sonyA HarborSealPup
 
ShacMetorTsEpic Voyage
 
OneDay in theDesert
 
TAere/TiWe Wove(trade book)
 
EnvironmentalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living diings are interdependent with their natural and physical environment.
 
L Plantsand animals Hyingin the ocean are adapted to an aquatic environment.
 
2. Human health isrelate to a healthy environment.
 
3. A healthy body dependson the properfunctioning ofeach organ system.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or desttoying the
 
;-V >'Oiivironinent. ' '' N; "
 
1. People change environmerits through agriculture,forestry,hunting,energy use,
 
housing,and ppHutioii,
 
C. Livipg things ahdenvironments arein Constantchange.
 
1. Environrherits change naturally - climate,seasons,fire,flood,earthquake, 
, '■yerpsion. - ;':'y';,-/;;;y; - -V: ^ 
2. As the enviroiiinerit chahges, the food webchanges. 
3. The water cycle effects change in the environment 
4. Bach environment goes dirough a succession ofpredictable changes. 
5. Forces of weather andmountain building are continually changing the earth's 
''bioinass. ' 
6. Throughout the history of earth therehave been new adaptations of Hving things. 
Di People interact mientally and emotionally to the objects and events in their 
GRADE: FIFTH THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
TheHammeihead Light
 
sedges albatrosses
 
marshes spoonbills
 
wombat whimbrel
 
ibis barracuda
 
snipe
 
wildlife-sanctuary
 
Adaptation Artistry
 
The Hunter
 
Marsh Munchers
 
Migration Headache
 
Bird Bills
 
Artful Bird Adaptations
 
A PlaceEndangered
 
TheImportanceofWetlands
 
Owls in theFamily
 
Pearson, A HarborSealPup
 
marsh prematurely
 
herring
 
weaned
 
immunity
 
instincts
 
wildlife-refuge
 
Animal Charades
 
Wildwork
 
Planting Animals
 
Aquatic Times
 
Designing a Habitat
 
The Basic Necessities
 
GRADE: FIFTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
tree.;.w^;-''7^/;::;:^'
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE ■.,? 
^CLASS^v-;"^ > 
PROJECT 
READINO 
^YOND 
THME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
Shaekieton'sEpic Voyage	 OneDay in the Desert
 
arroyo
ice floes
 
Papago Indian
:shagS' ■ ■ 
adapted 
poacher 
resevoir ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Stormy Weather
 
Interview a Spider
 
Habitracks••TheHunter
 
MyKingdomfor a Shelter
 
HabitatRummy
 
How Wetis OurPlanet? Puddle Wonders
 
AquaWords Aqua Words
 
Water Wings WaterWings
 
Water You Know?	 Native American Dwellings
 
Water YouKnow?
 
The Basic Necessities Animal Diversity
 
Water Charades Adaptation Advantages
 
Water on the Move The Basic Necessaties
 
Water Charades
 
Water on the Move
 
Animats (tf theDesert 
y'V' ' ' ' • v- ';. My Side of theMomtain 
TheDesert is Theirs 
GRADE: FIFTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
TheTerrible Wave
 
(trade book)
 
debris
 
camellia
 
Stormy Weather
 
ToDam orNottoDam
 
Watered Down History
 
Watier on the Move
 
Nightofthe Twisters
 
 GRADE: FIFTH THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
UniVer^lThein*^in Houghton Mifflin ReadingLanguage Arts
 
Stories: Phillip Halllikes me.Ireckon maybe.
 
TheMfuLebdPlcK^^
 
AZillionStars
 
TkS:$IindmTheWiU
 
V AbePsIshndlp^dshx^
 
A. Living thingsare interdependent with thek ri^  and physical enVirontnent.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering,enhancingor destroying the 
: ■-:;:en\drohmentv' 
1. People used exploration as a way of supplementing the available natural 
resources. 
2. People change environments through agriculture, forestry,hunting,energy use, 
housing, andpollution. 
C. Living things and environments are in constant change. 
1. Environments change naturally - climate, seasons, fire, flood, earthquake, 
erosion. 
2. The water cycle effects changes in the environment. 
3. The environment is changed and/or iiiaintainedby the decomposition cycle. 
4. Each environment goes through a succession of predictable changes. 
environment. 
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GRADE: FIFTH THEME:
 
Phillip Hall likes me.
 
STORY
 Ireckon maybe.
 
VOCABULiyiY
 
■ ■ " '' ■ . . ! ■ 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT :
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
Variations AmongUs
 
CALIFORNIA
 Aniinal Diversity

ENVmONMENtAL
 
Needsand Wants
 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE ■ ' ■ 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READINO'V:'- ' ^
 
BEYOND
 
The MacLeod Place
 
roost
 
planter's moon
 
heifers
 
Monacan Indian
 
CherokeeIndian
 
Gheviofe
 
Animal Charades
 
Did You Notice?
 
The Native Way, a Natural
 
Lifestyle
 
...and now Miguel
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GRADE: FIFTH THEME: 
A Zillion Stars The Wind in the Willows 
STORY 
boars drakes 
harvested ;.Irishes/ 'V;. ■ ' 
VOCABULARY irrigated ■ ■iriach^:': 
And the Wolf Wore Shoes 
Animal Poetry 
PROJECT WILD 
Blue Ribbon Niche 
PROJECT WILD 
Sounds in City andForest 
PROJECT An Individual Experiment 
LEARNING Water YouKnow ? 
TREE: 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Water Charades 
Water on the Move 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
Going.,.Going.,.Gping..> 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
Miracles onMapleHill The JungleBook 
READING TheWiridintheWill^ 
BEYOND 
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.fv
 
GRADE: FIFTH THEm:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
pro^ct"^ "
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVmONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
Beyond
 
Abel's Island
 
(trade book)
 
foliage constellations 
fibers driftwood 
decayed equinoctial 
talon vegetation 
defecate hibernating 
Aflimal Kingdoni
 
HabitatLab Sit
 
Habitracks
 
Makea Coat
 
TheThicketGame
 
Aqua Words
 
Water Wings
 
Adopt-A-Tree
 
Sonhdsin City and Forest
 
An Individual Experiment
 
The Closer You Look
 
PlantDyes
 
Needs and Wants
 
TheBasic Neces
 
Water Charades
 
Abel'sIsland
 
(continued)
 
OwlPellets
 
FirstImpressions
 
And the WolfWore Shoes
 
Quick Frozen Critters
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:lMAGINATim&REAUTY
 
UniversalThemesin Houghtbn MifHih RidingLanguage
 
Unit: Imagesand Illusions(4)
 
Stories: In Search ofaSandhillCrane
 
Zee/y (trade book)
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environment.
 
B. Living things and envirdnnients are in cohstantchange,
 
1.
 
traits.
 
C.
 
environment.
 
1. The out-of-doors can be a source ofenjoyment and afactorin healthful living.
 
2. Authors use"nature"similies and metaphors to illustrate meanings.
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:IMAGINATION&REALITY
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECTWILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
"TREE.
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
In Seareh ofa Sandhill Crane
 
ChippewaIndian
 
Wildlife Refuge
 
naarshes
 
' sedges
 
'reeds
 
WaterPlant Art
 
TheEdgeofHome
 
Riparian Retreat
 
Soundsin City and Forest
 
An Individual Experiment
 
TreesasHabitats
 
Thelinportance ofWetlarids
 
Zeely
 
(trade book)
 
livestock
 
maggots
 
larvae
 
comet
 
nocturnal
 
nettle
 
Soundsin City and Forest
 
An Individual Experiment
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Aits
 
Unit: Living with Change(5)
 
Stories: Grandpa's Miracle
 
Toolmaker
 
TheLoner
 
TheNightSwimmers(trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physical environment.
 
1. AM animalMeis dependent upon the existence ofplants.
 
2. Successful organisms are well adapted to their environment.
 
B. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Improved plants and animals are the productofselective breeding for desired
 
traits.
 
2. Through water, air pollution,and over-use ofland,people havechanged the
 
natural environmentby upsetting the balance ofnature.
 
C. Peopleinteract mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. The out-ofrdoorscan be a soxu-ce ofenjoyment and afactorin healthful living.
 
2. Itisimportantto keep our environment safe and healthy.
 
3. Authors use"nature"similies and metaphors to illustrate meaning.
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
Grandpa's Miracle Toolmaker ^
 
STORY
 
County Agriculture Agent hazel branches 
impiintirig stag 
mallards flintVocabulary
 
foraged instinct 
drake;'■; 
downy feafbers 
Habitat Lap Sit The Hunter 
Wildwork 
PROJECT WILD 
Aqua:WQrds,-^ 
AQUATIC 
projectAvild 
Outdoor Manners Coloring 
PROJECT -Book . . 
LEARNING I'dLike to Visit a Place 
TREE,-- ■ Where... 
The Basic Necessities
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE-; 
Fowipiay 
CLASS­
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
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GRADE: SIXTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE^: :
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE:
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME: GROWING&LEARNING
 
TheLoner The NightSwimmers
 
(trade lx)ok)
 
roost foliage
 
spruce trees
 
cottonwoods
 
aspens
 
willows
 
Wildwork Smokey the Bear Said What?
 
TheBasic Necessities Monitering Particles in the Air
 
..AndNow Miguel TheSummeroftheSwans
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME: ACHIEVING GOALS
 
UniversalThemes ill Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Building a Nation(2)
 
Storigs; Ben andMe
 
Taming the West
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Allanimallife is dependentupon the existenceofplants.
 
2. Successfulorganisms are well adapted to their environment.
 
3. People are depehdentu^iithe environmentfor energy(water,wind,fossil,
 
■ iracte^,Other). ; ^ ^ : 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancing or destroying the
 
environment.
 
1. Resource conservation is everyone'sresponsibility,
 
environments.
 
C. Liviug things andenvirontnents are in constantchange.
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GRADE: SIXTH
 
STORY
 
:VOC^ULARY.: :/ >
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE: /r'i
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Ben and Me
 
dcMHibuse
 
scientist
 
Hip the Switch for Wildlife
 
Die Basic Necessities
 
Meter Moniters
 
Conscientious Gdnsumer
 
Energy Alternatives
 
Taming the West
 
sod
 
fallow
 
Choose an Environment
 
TheSecond Little Pig
 
Starta City Withor Without
 
Water You Know?
 
Rainfall and the Forest
 
The Basic Necessities
 
Water Charades
 
Energy Alternatives
 
Little Houseon thePrairie
 
GRADE: SIXTH THEME: CHALLENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Mifflin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Accepting Challenges(6)
 
Stories: Mrs.Frisbyand the RatsofNIMH
 
Bunnicula: A RabbitTaleofMystery (trade book)
 
Environmental Education Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with their natural and physicalenvironmenti
 
1. All animallife is dependentupon the existence ofplants.
 
B. Living things and environments arein constantchange.
 
1. Improved plants and animals are the productofselective breeding.
 
C. Peopleinteract mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. Itis important to keep ourenvironmentsafe and healthy.
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(JRAaE: SIXTH THEME: CHALI.ENGES&SOLUTIONS
 
STORY
 
VOCABOMRY^;:/ ■ 
TROJEGT ' 
AQUATIC 
PROJECT WILD 
PROJECT 
LEARNESIG 
TREE;- '; : 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
GUIDE 
CLASS 
PROJECT 
READING 
BEYOND 
Mrs/Frisby and the
 
laboratory
 
captivity
 
neurologist
 
■mutation:-.. ,:'; 
Animal Charades 
Polar Bears inPhoenix ? 
Wildwork 
Bunnicula:A RabbitTale of
 
Mystery (trade book)
 
mongrel 
herbs ' 
DDT 
organic 
canines 
Agriculture Department 
What's for Dinner ? 
Who Lives Here ? 
First Impressions 
Where theRedFern Grows 
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:DISCOVERING OUR WORLD
 
UniversalThemesin Houghton Miltlin Reading Language Arts
 
Unit: Confronting Nature(31
 
Stories: Living attheBottom ofthe World: My Yearin Antartica
 
HowDo TheyFindIt?
 
TheBlackPearl
 
Kon-Tild: AcrossthePmificbyReft
 
HeroesandVUlains^m^hooV)
 
EnvironmentalEducation Conceptsand Sub-Concepts
 
A. Living things are interdependent with theirnatural and physicalenvironment.
 
1. Successful organisms are well adapted to theirenvironment.
 
B. People's social behavior is basic to maintaining,altering^ enhancing or destroying the
 
environment,
 
C. Living things and environments are in constantchange.
 
D. People interact mentally and emotionally to the objects and eventsin their
 
environment.
 
1. The out-of-doorscan be a source ofenjoyment and afactor in healthful living.
 
2. Authors use"nature"similies arid metaphors to illustrate meanings.
 
GRADE: SIXTH TUmE:mSCCWERimOURWQRLD
 
STORY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROiEOTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNINO
 
TREE.:;,:
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
,GUIDE;s.,
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Living at the Bottom Ofthe
 
WorldlMyYearin ^taitica
 
geysear: ;
 
isopod .
 
Wildwork
 
Aqua Words
 
Water Wings
 
Designing a Habitat
 
The Basic Necessities
 
Making aPlace for Wildlife
 
HowDoThey Find It?
 
tornado
 
hiuricane
 
cyclones
 
thermalforces
 
atmospheric
 
Stormy Weather
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:DISCOVERINGOUR WORLD
 
The BlackPearl Kon-Tiki: Across the Pacific 
STORY by Raft 
mantaray balsa reinorafish 
lagoon tunnies 
VOCABULARY bonitos 
dorados 
parasites 
zoological 
Firstlibpressiohs Good Buddies 
FirstImpressions 
PROJECT WILB 
Merfnaidsand Manatees
 
AqufficTinies V
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWiup
 
PROJECT
 
learning
 
TREE ;■ 
CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION 
QuroE;. : ■ 
CLASS;. ■ 
PROJECT 
Islandof theBlueDolphin Islandof theBlueDolphin 
READING 
BEYOND 
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GRADE:SIXTH
 
STORY
 
VOCABULARY
 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNING
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEMB:discoveringour WORLD
 
Heroes and Villains
 
(trade book)
 
mongoose
 
fledglings
 
coppersmith
 
Animal Charades
 
TheThicketGame
 
Quick Frozen Critters
 
FirstImpressions
 
;
 
Making aPlacefor Wildlife
 
Windin theWillows
 
■ ' ''.V
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Unit: Friendships(IV
 
^im^DragonDoctor
 
DearMr.Henshaw
 
Responsibilities(trade book)
 
A. livit
 
1.
 
X well adapted to their environment.
 
B. People's social behavioris basic to maintaining,altering,enhancingor destroying the 
;' V ^enviroiiinent.v ■ s 
C. Mving things and environinehts arein cpristant change.
 
1. Anitnals and plants ane bfien incapable ofadapting tochangesin their habitat.
 
2. Improved plants and animals are the productofselective breeding fofdesired
 
■■traits./;, 
D. People interact mentally Md eihotionally to die objects and events in their 
■/;.,;;environmerit.y',; ■ '■ '■' ^^' ■ ■ ■ ' ■;^ 
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GRADE: SIXTH THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
STORY
 
YOe^tfLARY
 
PROjEeTWH.D
 
AQUATIC
 
PROJECTWILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARNINq\ ..
 
TREE
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
Dratgon Doctor Dear Mr,Henshaw
 
medicinal plants
 
herbs
 
Wildwork Wild Words...A Journal-

FirstImpressions Making Activity
 
Too Glpse:for Comfort
 
Cultivating Native Plants
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GRADE: SIXTH
 
st6ry
 
YdCABULARY:' ■ 
PROJECT WILD
 
AQUAtiC :
 
PROJECT WILD
 
PROJECT
 
LEARN1N(J
 
TREE.;;,.'
 
CALIFORNIA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL
 
EDUCATION
 
GUIDE
 
CLASS
 
PROJECT
 
READING
 
BEYOND
 
THEME:BUILDINGPERSONALRELATIONSHIPS
 
Respbhsibilities
 
(trade book)
 
My
 
bitch
 
broodmares
 
brambles
 
Aniiflal Charades
 
Quick Frozen Critters
 
A Place Endangered
 
Making aPlacefor Wildlife
 
TheRedPony
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Appendix A
 
Bssfiursss
 
To obtain the resources usedcontactthefollowing agencies.
 
ProjectLearning Tree,forK-12grades,inservice requirement. Contact:Project
 
Learning Tree Coordinatori Califomia DepartmentofForestry,P.O.Box
 
• 944246,Sacramento,CA94244-2460
 
Project WILD and WILD Aquatic,for K-12grades,inservice requirement.
 
ContactProjectWILD Coordinator,California DepartmentofFish and
 
Game,P.O.Box944209,Sacramento,CA94244-2090
 
The California Versionofthe CLASSProject,for6-9 grades. Contact
 
Consultantin EnvironmentalEducation,California State Departmentof
 
Education;P.O.Box944272jSacramento,CA 94244-2720
 
The California EnvironmentalEducation Guide,for K-r6 grades. Contact
 
Alameda County Office ofEducation,Media Sales,313 WestWinton Ave.,
 
Haywaid,CA94544-1198
 
Kimbdrk'sEnvirohmentaTEducationProgram,for K-6grades. ContactZoneth
 
Overbey,Principal,KirnbaiicElementary School,San Bemardino City
 
Unified School District,18021 Kenwood Ave.,San Bernardino,CA92407
 
LiteraryAvenuesofEnvironmentalEducation,forK-8 grades.Contact I>r.
 
Darleen Stoner,School ofEducation,California State University,5500
 
University Parkway,San Bernardino,CA92407
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Appendix B
 
Story List
 
The stories used in the guide are from the Houghton Mifflin Literary Reading Series.
 
They are listed here in the orderin which they appearin the Houghton Mifflin student
 
text.
 
Kindergarten
 
1. RhymeMeaRiddles,Sing MeaSong,a.collection oftraditionalrhymesand songs
 
2. The ThreeBearsbyPaulGaldone
 
3. Sylvesterand the MagicPebble by William Steig
 
4. Good-Night,Owlf byPatHutcldns
 
5. Alexanderand the Wind-Up Mouse by LeoLionni
 
6. Curious GeorgeRidesaBike by H.A.Rey
 
First Grade
 
1. SleepyBear byLydiaDabcovich
 
2. ComeIn,BooBearby David McPhail
 
3. T/tc//flf byJames Marshall
 
4. Deep in theForestby Brinton Turkle
 
5. CatGoesFiddle-i-fee byPaulGaldone
 
6. A GoodHomeby Laurene Krasny
 
7. GoodMorning,Chick by Mirra Ginsburg
 
8. BooBearand the Kite by Dav'xdMcPbaxl
 
9. Overin theMeadow byEzra Jack Keats
 
10.Oh,A-Hunting We WillGo by John Langstaff
 
11.Pumpkin,Pumpkin by Jeanne Titherington
 
12.Water is WetbyPennyPollock
 
13.MyNewBoy by Joan Phillips
 
MikeMulliganandHisSteamShovelby Virginia Lee Burton
 
15.TheLittleRedHen,a traditional tale
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16.T/ie Grea/Bjg £w/7W)mjT«rn/p by Alexei Tolstoy
 
17. /orSafe byDonnaLuggPape
 
18.Jaa A^afeeby Ann Goy
 
19. M/Z/feni o/Ga^^b^^^
 
20.C/wc^en£inffe retold by Steven Kellogg
 
21.Watch MyTracks by Bob Kaufman
 
22.TheCate0iltarandthePolliyyoghyJa.ckK.ent
 
23.theHungryFoxandtheFoxyDuckby Kathleen Leverich
 
24.Farfel:'sDirtai'aur by Carol Carrick
 
25.WeAreBestFriendshy AIM
 
26.Harrietand the Garden hy Nasmy Carlson
 
27.AnmBandnaandMebyEtikBl&gvM
 
28 LittleRedRiding Hood,Tetoldhy Trina SchartHyman
 
Second Grade
 
1. *^ITie Garden"from Frag d«d Toad JagetZfer by Arnold Lobel
 
2. Three Upa Tree by James Marshall
 
3. C/oudy d C/idnce o/Meatfea//s byJudi Barrett
 
4. AThdusandPmlsctWcuerbyR^
 
5. T/ieLi/e Cyc/e o/r/fe ly/iafe by PaulaZ.Hogan
 
6. KeeptheLigh^Burning,Abbie by Retex2e^dConmeR.ooyl
 
I, PoinsettiaandHerFctmily byFe\\<A?iB'otid
 
8. DameTrDaCife byCiyde RobertBulla
 
0 Ms0naFebruc0^
 
\Q.theWMng<Bhgditly^^
 
II. Gregoty,theTeiriUeEaterby
 
121 KatyAfe-Focte^fbyBinmyPayne
 
13. An AnteaterWarnedArt/u/r by Bernard Waber
 
14, "Birthdays",an excerptfrom Little Owl,Keeperofthe Trees by Ronald and Ann
 
Hinder
 
NarmabaHsFriendHbm b^bb^byyi^Retn^
 
16. C/ierrZerand C/fer/y Fife by Vera B.WilUams
 
17. T/feFa&bfeamZr/ie TarnjF translated byRichard Sadler
 
18. OneFine by Nonny Hogrogian
 
0heGre0HanisterHiuUby
 
20. Wig^Ani/nafe by MillicentE.Selsam
 
21. TTfe T^feo/Ferer
 
tL TheBearson Hemlock Mountain by Alice Daigliesh
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Third Grade
 
1. The White Stallion byElizabeth Shub
 
2. RamonandthePirate Gullby RobertBarry
 
3. WhatMakesaBirdaBird?by May Garelick
 
4. ForquoiTales by Ashley Bryan,MargaretHodges,PeterPamall,David McCord,
 
and John Ciardi
 
5. Through Grandpa'sEyesby Patricia MacLachlan
 
6. Whafsthe Matter with Carruihers? by James Marshall
 
7. BraveJanetReacfrfar by JaneDuncan
 
8. MoreStoriesJulian Tells by Ann Cameron
 
9. TheSkatesofUncleRichardfrom the book by CarolFenner
 
10. MissRumphius by Barbara Cooney
 
11. FajVyTa/ejby CharlesPerrault
 
12. The Green ThumbThi^hy Mary Blount Christian
 
13. Digging UpDinosaurs by Aliki
 
14. TheBuried Treasure retold by DjemmaBider
 
15. Owney,rAe7>ave/mgDog excerptsfrom the book byLynn Hall
 
16. An OakTreeDiesandaJourneyBegins byLouanne Norris and HowardE.Smith Jr.
 
17. A ToadforTuesday excerptsfrom the book by RussellE.Erickson
 
18. Wartonandthe King oftheSkies by RussellE.Erickson
 
19. Moo^eBohy by Bemiece Freschet
 
20. Fables by Aesop,LaFontaine,Mirra Ginsburg,and Arnold Lobel
 
21. OldBlue by Sibyl Hancock
 
22. D/gaDaFo/ga by MichaelBond
 
23. Annieand the Old One by M^ka Miles
 
24. TheEmperor'sPlum Tree by Michelle Nikly
 
25. In WhichPooh Goes Visiting and GetsInto a TightPlacefrom a book by A.A.Milne
 
Fourth Grade
 
1. Anna,Grandma,and theBig Storm by Carla Stevens
 
2. //ow Grew by William Jaspersohn
 
3. AboutElephants frx)m a book by Barbara WHliams
 
4. An excerptfrom Little House in theBig WoodsbyLamaIngalls Wilder
 
5. Appearancesby Mildred Pitts Walter
 
6. r/ie Gjfr by Helen Coutarit
 
7. An excerptfrom Chester Cricket'sPigeon Ride by George Seldeh
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8. Blackberries in theDark hyM&yislvik&s
 
9/iSwneFox by John Reynolds Gardiner
 
10. Anexcerpt
 
11. An excerptfrom Charlotte's Web by E.B.White
 
12. Ga/Zflhr by DickKmgrSimth
 
13. An excerptfrpneiT/ie 5to/ie A/c/u2^me by Shay Meger
 
14. An excerptfromthe WrightBrothers:PioneersofModern Aviation by Quentin
 
■/■Reyiiolds;'-v 
■15.- t' he,Great. CteeiSe Co/tsp/raO' by Jean Vtm Leerw^ 
16. W/iy Afo5^mtoe5 Bmzz inPeopfe'iEnrsretoldby Verha Aaiderna 
ll;TheQhce-atearDaybyt\eB}j{Vaag 
18. An excerpt fromT/ieBorrowmby Nortori 
19. TTte i?ea/TTiii^by Wilharn Steig 
20. ffory #^3rf/BonycdnBecome Fan/BunyMn fiOrii the tall tale b^ Arrne Malcolmson 
21. T/ie Amyo/ o/FacWmgrc/i by AlfredBradley and MichaelBond 
22. Anexcerpt from ...drtdnowMi^ue/by Joseph Krurngold 
Fifth Grade 
1. An exc^t frornT^Midhi^/irB^byBetsy Byars
2. TA? Got ondr^Go/de/iFgg by Lloyd Alexander 
3. Fitf^toe5 by John Cunliffe 
4. Ah excerpt femFnck Ever/a5rin^ by Nattilie Babbitt 
5. BirdMigration, an expository 
6. An excerpt ft^pm ATotz/md, My^rer/onjWc^dby Bobette On 
7. Changes by Paul Galdone and Jane Yolen 
8. JTiei/eroi/te ofAflpidretoldby ShM^ 
9. Z/dieAthe Gddt fiorii a boPk by Isaac Bash 
10. Ahexcerpt fromHe/edAfeZ/cr'y reocAcr byMargaret Davidson 
11. An excerpt ftoaiMister Stotmalong by Anne Malcolmson tuidDell J. McGprtnick 
12. Ffl/Jro/es by Adrien Stputenburg and Marguerite Hetuy 
13. Ari excerpt frmpFAZZip Bd/Ziifed^./ recJPn mr^bc.by Betty Greene 
14. Anexc^t fr^om F/ieMocAcddFZoce by WilliamH. Armstrong
15: A ^ ZZwn Sidrs^ 
16. Anexcept frotiiFAe WZnd Zn rdc W7ZZpH'5 by Kenneth Graharrie 
17. AZ)cZ'5/sZo/idby William Steig 
18. An excerpt frotri rAc //adimcrhcfldXZg^by Colin Thiele 
19. Feorson.fl JZorbd/'BcflZAj^ t^ Susan Meyers 
20. "Shackleton'sEpic Voyage" from Shackleton's Epic Voyage by Michael Brown 
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21. OneDayin theDesertby Jean Graighead George
 
22. The Terrible Wave by Marden Dahlstedt
 
23. AnexcerptfromFog Magic,a book by Julia Sauer
 
24. LovableLadybug from a book by GeorgeLaycock
 
25. ImagesofBeauty by A.A.Milne and Marianna Mayer
 
Sixth Grade
 
1. TheDragonDoctorfrom a book by Jo Manton
 
2. AnexceaptfromDearAfr./Je/wtow by Beverly Cieary
 
3. Responsibilities by MaryO'Hara,Dorothy Canfield,and Jesse Stuart
 
4. An excerpt fromBenandMe by RobertLawson
 
5. Tamingthe West,an expository
 
6. Living attheBottomofthe World:My Yearin Antarctica by Maria Melgoza Davis as
 
told to Valerie Tripp
 
7. An excerptfromDowDo r/iey Find/t.5'by George Sullivan
 
8. An excerptfrom TheBlackPearlby Scott O'Dell
 
9. Kon-Tiki:Across thePacific byRaftfrom the book by ThorHeyerdahl
 
10.Heroesand Villains by Rudyard Kipling and Kenneth Grahame
 
11. AnexcerptfromIn Search ofa SandhillCrane by Keith Robertson
 
12. Zee/y by Virginia Hamilton
 
13. Grandpa's Miracle byEve Bunting
 
14. An exceiptfrom roaZ/woAer by Jill Paton Walsh
 
15. Anexcerptfrom TheLoner by Ester Wier
 
16. NightSwimmersby Betsy Byars
 
17. An excerptfrom Frisbyand theRatsofNIMHbyRobertG.O'Brien
 
18. Bunnicula:A RabbitTale ofMystery by Deborah and JamesHowe
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AppendixC
 
Kindergarten
 
MosquitoesBuztinPeople'sEars, 1975.
 
Everybo^UeedsaRo^^ Scribner,1974.
 
Carle,Eric. TheVeryBu^Spider,
 
Lionni,Leo. Swimmy,Pantheon Books,1963.
 
McGlosky,Robert. BlmberriesjfbrSal,YMngPress,194S.
 
Proyensen,Alice and Mmm.AYei^ HillFflA7n,Macmillan,1978.
 
First Grade
 
Aardema,Vema. Bringing theRain toKapitiPlain 1981.
 
AUsbiirg,CMs¥m. Jamanji,Hcughtcn Mifflin,1981.
 
Baylor,Byrd. IfYouArea HunterofFossils,Atheneum,1984.
 
Burton,Virginia. TheLittle House,Houghton Mifflin,1942.
 
Carle,Eric. TheVeryHungry Care/p///ar,Philoinel Books,1981.
 
Galdone,Paul. TAeLj'ff/eRed Houghton 19$9.
 
Heller,Ruth. ChickensAren'tthe Only Ones,Grossetand Dunlap,1981.
 
Krause,Ruth. The CarrotSeed,Harper and Row,1945.
 
TiirMe, Brinton. T/iy Frie/id,Obodw/t,Viking Press,1969.
 
Viorst,Judith. Tfw Tenth GoodThing AboutBarney,Atheneum,1971.
 
Second Grade
 
Aliki. The Story ofJohnnyAppleseed,TrumpetClub,1963^
 
Barrett,Ron. ArumalsShouldDefinitelyNotWear C/ot/wng,Macinillan,1970.
 
Baylor,Byrd. Macmillan,1975.
 
Dalgliesh,Alice. The CourageofSarah Noble,Scribner,1954.
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PePaulo,Tomie. r/ie Holiday House,1975.
 
MacLachlan,Patiieia. SarahrPlain andTall,liaxpeT,l9S5.
 
Martin,BillJr.and Archambault,John. Knotson a Counting Rope,Holt,1987.
 
McDermott,Gerald. Anansithe Spider:A Talefrontthe Ashanti,Holt,1972.
 
llcsSyEwaiinc. Sams,Bangsand Moonshine,Holt,1966.
 
Peet,Bill. Farewe//to Houghton Mifflin,1966.
 
Rylant,CynlMa. W^nIWasYoung in the Mountains,Dutton,l9S2.
 
Ward,Lynd. r/ic BiggesrBeflr,Houghton Mifflin,1952.
 
Third Grade
 
Aardema,Vema. Why MosquitoesBuzzin People'sEars:A WestAfrican Tale,Dial,
 
1975. ■ ;
 
Aliki. The Story ofJohnny AppleSeed,TmmpetClub,1963.
 
Dayrell,Elphinstone. WhytheSunand the MoonLive in the Sit}',Houghton Mifflin,
 
J^968. . ,
 
Haley,GailE. A St£>o',A Sro/}', Atheneum,1970.
 
Lauber,Patricia. Seediy. Pop-Srici(:-G//de,Crown,1981.
 
Ness,Evaline. Sow, and Moo/w/jj/iC,Holt,1966.
 
Turkle, Brintbn. r/iyFriend,0£>adja/i, Viking Press,1969.
 
Fourth Grade
 
Aardema,Wema.Bringing theRain to KapitiPlain,Dial,1981.
 
BayloT,ByTd.Hawic,!'m YourBrother,Scribner,1976.
 
Dayrell,Elphinstone. Why theSun and the MoonLive in theSky,HoughtOn Mifflin,
 
T968.
 
Krumgold,Joseph. ..AndAow Miguel,CrovitW,1953.
 
Lasky,Kathryn.r/ie tPeover'jGi^,Wame,1980.
 
MacLachlan,Patricia. Sarah,Plainand Tall,Harper,1985.
 
Paige,David.A in rite Lj/ea/aForcirBanger,Troll,1980.
 
Seldon,George. C"cikeiinT/me5Sdoare,Dell,1970.
 
Selsam,MiUicentE.See Through the Forest,Harperand Row,1956.
 
Taylor,MildredD. Sang a/r/ie Trees,Bantam Books,DialPress,1975.
 
White,E.B.C/iariade's Wei?,Harper and Row,1952.
 
Wilder,Laura Ingalls. Uttle House in theBig Woods,Harper and Row,1932.
 
Wilder,LauraIngalls. UttleHouseon thePrairie,Harper and Row,1935.
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Fifth Grade
 
Baylor,Byrd. TheDesen is Theirs,Mactr^an,1975.
 
Craighead,Jean. MySide ofthe Mountain,Scholastic Inc.,1959.
 
Gobel,Paul. Buff^alo Woman,Bradbury,1984.
 
Grahame,Kenneth. The Windin the Willows,Scribner,1908.
 
Johnson,Sylvia A. AnimalsoftheDesert,LemerPublications Co.,1976.
 
Kipling,Rudyard. TheJungleBook,Penguin 1894,reprint 1989.
 
Krumgold,Joseph. ..AndNow Miguel,Crowell,1953.
 
Morey,Walt. GentleBen,Dutton,1965.
 
Mowat,Farley. Owlsin theFamily,Bantam-Skylaik,1952.
 
O'Dell,Scott. Mandof/AcB/iic£>p/phj>ts,Houghton hfifflin,1960.
 
Ruckman,Ivy. Nightofthe Twister,Crowell,1984.
 
Seldon,George. Cricketin TimesSquare,DcW,1970.
 
Simon,Seymour. The SecretClocks,Penguin.
 
Sorenson,Virginia. Miracleson Maple Hill,Haicourt Brace Jovanovich Inc.,1956.
 
Sperry,Armstrong. CallitCourage,Macmillan,1971.
 
Sixth Grade
 
Byars,Betsy. TheSummeroftheSwans,Viking,1970.
 
Grahame,Kenneth. The Windin the Willows,Scribner,1908.
 
Krumgold,Joseph. ..AndVowMigue/,Crowell,1953.
 
O'Dell,Scott. IslandoftheBlueDolphins,Houghton Mifflin, 1960.
 
Steinbeck,John. TheRedPony,Viking Press,1937.
 
Rawls,Wilson. Where theRedFern Grows,Bantam Books,1974.
 
Wilder,LauraIngalls. Little Houseon the Prairie,Harperand Row,1935.
 
 Grade 
I^vcl 
Imagihalion 
andRcaliiy Growing and Learning 
Achieving 
Goals 
Challenges and 
Solutions 
Discovering 
ourWorld 
BuildingPersoraI 
i 
2 
-Big Rears and 
Ullle Bears(A) 
»Sayit Again(B) 
- Good Ideas(Q . 
- HelpingOut(1) 
- HumorousTales(1) 
-Once Upon a 
Time(5) 
*One Fine Day(ItMLD) 
-Nobod/i 
Perfect(4) 
- Moreand More(2) 
-Wishing and , 
Wishing Again(3) 
-SolvingProblems(3) 
-Can You Figure 
It Out?(4) 
-Great Escapes(8) 
- •The Wingdingdilly 
(IIMLD) 
- Bythe Pond(5) 
- HeroicDeeds(2) 
-Old Friends 
New Friends(6) 
o^emething 
Spcdal(7) 
- Ffiehds(6) 
- Sharmg(7). 
■ '5: 
rb 
3 
?. 
3* 
rM­
3 
4 
•Pourqupi 
Tales(IIMUI) 
-Hopesand 
Dreams(3) 
-Padngtim 
Troth(5) 
•Appearances 
(IIMIJl) 
-Learamg 
Lessons(6) 
•Dtsoovering 
Myself(6) 
-Ocver 
Idcas(7) 
- MakingDreams 
ComeTrue(4) 
-Searchingfor 
aiies(4) 
-Joiirncys(5) 
- Accepting 
ChaOenges(3) 
•TheGreat Cheese 
Conspiracy(IIMLB) 
-AnimalWonders(1) 
V-Learningfrom 
Nature(1) 
-Spedal 
Pfieiids(2) 
-Changes(8) 
-Sharing(2) 
^Alikely Place 
;§
i rq ■ 
-ar, 
1 
2 
I 
■ 3.­
73 
•o 
1 
& 
O 
5 
-AppearancesCan 
Be Deceiving(6) 
•Cheatingand 
AcceptingChange(2) 
*Perseverance(1) A Displayof 
Courage(3) 
-Pacing Challeages 
ofNature(5) 
•Understanding 
Selfand 
Others(4) 
0 
S* 
- 3'' 
' rq­
■r"­
6 ^Images and 
Illusions(4) 
•Living vrith 
Change(S) 
-Building a 
Nation(2) 
-Accepting 
Challenges(<S) 
-Confronting 
Nature(3) 
- Friendships(1) 
• , 3'; 
§ 
'S: 
* lloughion Mifnin Literature BookshelfSelection 
- OCTrcloped byAlbaStevens 
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